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Let W = { W,, 5 t T} be the two-parameter Wiener process on T = [0, 11’. Consider the nonlinear stochastic 
partial differential equation: 
2X. 
I,f= a3(X, s, 1) 
awS, 
as at 
d+a,(X,s, t)+a,(s, t)%+a2(s, t)? 
ds at 
We give a rigorous meaning to the notion of solution for this equation, by rewriting it as an integral 
equation which involves a stochastic integral term and mixed-line integrals with respect to the representable 
semimartingale X. Under some assumptions on the coefficients a, we prove the existence and uniqueness 
of solution for this stochastic integral equation. 
AMS 1980 Subject Classification: 60H15. 
hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equations * two-parameter Wiener process * representable 
semimartingales 
0. Introduction 
This paper is devoted to state and prove a theorem on the existence and uniqueness 
of solution for a nonlinear stochastic integral equation of the following type: 
X(l) = x”+ J a,(l,)X(s,, df,) d  + J 45,)X(ds,, t,) df, RC R< 
+ J a,(X 6,) W(ds,, df,) + J 4X 5,) ds, df,, (0.1) RC % 
where W is a two-parameter Wiener process, and 5 belongs to T = [0, 11’. Equations 
of this type appear when one rewrites the partial stochastic differential equation 
d2X 
\.I= 4(X, s, t)775.,+4X s, t)+a,(s, f) 
ax, I ax\, 
as at 
;+ u,(s, t) A 
as at ’ (0.2) 
where n is a white noise on T, as an integral equation. 
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The basic idea in transforming a partial stochastic differential equation driven by 
the two-parameter White noise 7 into a stochastic integral equation driven by the 
two-parameter Wiener process W is the fact that the Wiener process is formally the 
solution of the following partial stochastic differential equation: 
d’W 
ds=n7)’ 
W(s, t)=O if .st=O, 
in the positive quadrant of the plane. 
An existence and uniqueness result for equation (0.1) when the coefficients a, 
and a, are zero has been established first by Cairoli in [ 11, and under more general 
conditions by Yeh in [8]. 
Notice that equation (0.2) is a particular case of the general type of hyperbolic 
equations 
In [6], Hajek studies the following type of hyperbolic stochastic differential equation: 
~-a(X)~~-c(X)~-b(X)=O, X(s, t)=O if t=O. 
He rewrites it as an stochastic integral equation by means of the Stratonovich 
calculus, and proves the existence and uniqueness of solution for the integral 
equation. 
Let us point out that by means of a rotation of 45 degrees there hyperbolic 
stochastic differential equations are transformed into nonlinear stochastic wave 
equations. Using this idea, in [3], Carmona and Nualart study the properties of the 
nonlinear wave equation: 
where t E [0, a), x E I c iw. 
In order to give a meaning to the stochastic integrals appearing in equation (0.1) 
we have used the concept of Representable Semimartingales introduced in [4]. The 
stochastic integrals of terms of the form a, ax/as and a2 ax/at are defined by 
means of mixed line integrals with respect to representable semimartingales. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall some basic facts about 
the two-parameter stochastic calculus. In Section 2 we establish the main result of 
the paper, Theorem 2.1, concerning to the existence and uniqueness of solution for 
the integral equation (0.1). The method applied for proving the existence of solution 
is the usual Picard iterative scheme. Nevertheless, in order to deal with mixed line 
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integrals we have to develop some new tools. On one hand, we establish a generalized 
version of Gronwall’s lemma, which is stated and proved in the Appendix. On the 
other hand we introduce a transformation G in the space of representable semi- 
martingales (see Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.1) in such a way that the desired 
solution is a fixed point of G. 
1. Preliminaries 
The parameter space will be the unit square of the plane: T = [0, 11’. If 5 = (s, t) 
and l’= (s’, t’) are two points in T, we say that cs 5’ iff s s s’ and t s t’. We also 
write 5 < 5’ iff s < s’ and t < t’; and 5 A 6’ itI s < s’ and t > t’. We shall use the notation 
(5, C’] = (5~ T: C < 5~ L’} for the left open rectangle, when 5 < 5’. Analogously, 
rectangles (<, l’), [{, 5’1, and [& 5’) are defined. Either R, or R,, represent the 
rectangle [0, 51 with C = (s, t) E T. Notice that T = R,,, . 633 = 93(T) will denote the 
Bore1 a-field on the set T. 
Let (0, 9, P) be a complete probability space. Consider W = { W(A): A E %I} a 
mean zero Gaussian process with covariance function given by E( W(A) W(B)) = 
[An B(, where 1.1 denotes the Lebesgue measure. This is a random measure with 
orthogonal increments, whose formal density with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
is the White Noise. The two parameter stochastic process { W,, 5~ T} defined by 
W, = W(R,) is a mean zero Gaussian process with covariance function given by 
E( w,W,.) = I&n<,] w h ere C A 5’ = (inf(s, s’), inf( t, t’)). Notice that we can choose a 
continuous version of { Wr}ic T such that WC = 0 if < = (s, t) with st = 0. This is called 
either the two-parameter Wiener process in T or the Brownian Sheet in T. On 
(0,9, P) we consider the family {9<, b E T} of sub-r-fields of 9 defined by 
9< = l{ W(A), A E 93(T), A E R,} v N where N = {A E 9: P(A) = 0). The filtration 
{9<,, 5 E T} is often called the Brownian filtration and satisfies the ‘usual’ conditions 
(Fl) to (F4) of [2]. If l= (s, t) we will use the notation %< or s,,,,. 
With the notation used by Guyon and Prum in [5] we introduce the spaces of 
processes T2w( T), Lffw( T), i = 1,2,3’ww( T), Z’f,( T) and &,(T). In those spaces, 
the simple, double and mixed stochastic integrals, considered in [2] and [7], are 
defined. 
Definition 1.1. 
2$(T)= 0: Tx.fl+lW: (i) 0 is %(T)x%-measurable 
{ 
and SC-adapted, 
(ii) (I@)($;c.,= E J T 
L&,(T) is a Hilbert’s space with inner product (0, cp)= E s, O(l)(p(l) dc. 
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zfw( T) = @ : TX n + 02: (i) @ is %3(T) x 9-measurable 
and %:-adapted, 
(ii) ]]O]I$~;,,,(r)= E
I 
O’(l) dl<co . 
T I 
Symmetrically one defines 3: w(T) . 
6pLw = 
i 
41: TX TxR+R such that: 
(i) $ is S(T) x %I( T) x S-measurable, 
(ii) $(l, 5’) is 9 i,,,-measurable and null unless 5 A c’, 
(iii) E 
I 
@(LA 5’) dl d4” < 00 ; 
TxT I 
where {=(s, t), L’=(s’, t’) are in T, and ~v<‘=(su~(s, s’), sup(r, t’)). 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(f, 5, w) + Pl(t; I; w) is 
93([0, 11) x %I( T) x S-measurable, 
P,(t; (u, u), a) is SU,,-measurable, and null if t < ~1, 
E P:(t;5)d5dt=Ilp,ll::,<oo 
TxLO.11 
Z2w,(T)= Pr: Tx[O, l]xR+R such that: 
1 
(i) (5; s, w) + P2(6; s, w) is 
93(T) x B([O, 11) x S-measurable, 
(ii) P2((4 v); s, .) is R,.,- measurable, and null if s < U, 
(iii) E 
1 , 
Tx[O ,, P:(5; s) d5 6 = IIPzll~;, <a3 
I 
. 
For a process 0 belonging to L?‘,(T) the simple stochastic integral with 
respect to { W,, &‘E T}, introduced in [2], is well defined and it will be denoted 
by (0. W)(l)=jRC O(t) W(d[). The stochastic process ((0. W)(l), JE T} is a 
mean zero square integrable strong martingale null on the axes that satisfies 
E[(@. Wt,dcp. Wc,,,d = E J, @(O(P(~) 45 for all 0, cp in T2~(T). 
For a process 0 in P&,(T), i = 1,2, the simple stochastic integral is also well 
defined and the process {( 0. W)(c), 5 E T} . IS a square integrable i-martingale with 
orthogonal increments in the i-sense, whose associated increasing process in the 
i-sense is given by (0. W)‘$‘= JR,, 02(t) dt (see [2]). 
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The double stochastic integral was also introduced in [2] for processes I,J?E 
3Lw( T) and we will use the notation ($. WW)({) = IRcxRs +(& 5’) W(d[) W(d5’) 
for the indefinite integral, which is a square integrable continuous martingale. 
Finally, mixed stochastic integrals with respect to martingales and measures were 
introduced in [7]. We are only concerned with the particular case where the 
integrators are the Wiener process and the Lebesgue measure. The mixed stochastic 
integral p, . tW is well defined for processes p, E z;,(T), and the indefinite integral 
is an adapted proper l-martingale in L2; i.e. an adapted l-martingale with bounded 
variation in the 2-sense (see [7]). Mixed stochastic integrals of processes p, E 3$,(T) 
verify two kinds of Fubini’s theorems, which are properly stated and proved in [5]. 
The first theorem says that, for any fixed t E [0, 11, 
I 
/3,(v; s’, t’) dv W(dc’) = (/3, . tW)(s, t) 1 Vs E [0, 11, 
where the left hand side of the equality is well defined as the simple stochastic 
integral of the process (5: p, ( v; s’, t’) dv, (s’, t’) E T} which belongs to 3, w(T). The 
second Fubini’s theorem says that, for any fixed s E [0, 11, 
/3,(v; 5’) W(dc’) dv = (p, . tW)(s, t) Vt E [0, 11. 
R\ I 1 
In a symmetrical way one defines the mixed stochastic integral /?, . Ws, interchanging 
the roles of the two coordinates. This integral satisfies analogous properties. 
Representable semimartingales on the plane were defined by Guyon and Prum in 
[4] as continuous and adapted processes X which possess a representation in the 
form: 
X=M+P’+P*+B with M=O. W+$. WW, 
P’=p,. tW, P’=p,- Ws, B=cp.Z, 
where 8, cp E _Y*,( T), I+IJ E L’,,(T), /3, E 2LPfw( T) and p2 E .Y’2wr( T). cp. Z represents 
a process whose paths are absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure, this is (cp . Z)( 5) = jRC cp (5’) dl’. P recesses, 8, $, /I,, p2, cp are called the 
kernels of the representation of X. 
We need a more restricted class of representable semimartingales that we call of 
type (A): 
Definition 1.2. A process X is a r.s.m. (representable semimartingale) of type (A) iff 
X possesses a representation of the form 
x=xO+e* w+/?,.tw+p2. ws+p*z, 
where X” is an L2-random variable. That is, X has no double stochastic integral term. 
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With a r.s.m. of type (A) X we associate the processes 
L,(t; l’)= O(l’)+ ‘P&J; I’) dv 
and 
Then, 
(1.1) 
X(s, t) = x”+ -b(r; l”)W(d5’)+ ’ cp,(u, f) du 
R t.! 
gives a 1 -represenfation of X as the sum of an adapted l-martingale plus an adapted 
process of l-bounded variation. Symmetrically one obtains the Z-representation of 
X in the form 
X(s, t) =x”+ 
I 
UC; s) W(di’) + 
J’ 
(PZ(S, u) du, 
R I.! 0 
where 
L,(<‘; s)= O({‘)+ 
I 
‘/3&‘; u) du 
0 
and 
cPr(s, u) = 
I 
p,(v: <‘) W(dc’)+ 
I 
’ cp(u, v) du. 
R\I 0 
This allows us to use the differential notation (see [S]) 
X(ds, t) = 
I 
, 
L,(t; s, u) W(ds, du) + cp,(s, r) ds, 
0 
X(s, dr) = 
I’ 
L,(u, t; s) W(du, dt)+qz(s, t) dt, 
0 
X(ds, dt) = O(s, t) W(ds, dt)+ 
I 
’ P,(t. , s, v) W(ds, du) dt 
0 
+ 
I 
’ &(u, t; s) W(du, dr) ds+cp(s, t) ds dt. 
0 
The process L,, i = 1,2, is called the i-derivative of the r.s.m. of type (A). 
Let us introduce some seminorms for a r.s.m. of type (A). 
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(a) Let X be a r.s.m. of type (A), and 5 = (s, f) E T. Let p 2 2 be a real number. 
We set 
and we define the seminorm 
IIXII ;.w = E IX”I” + E J +“,“(5) d5. (1.3) R 1.1 
When (s, t)=(l, 1) we write ]]XllF ,,,, = llX]]F. 
(b) Given a measurable and adapted process x and given a r.s.m. of type (A) X, 
we set 
+E Ifb, O\P,(“(t; s, u> dt ds dv 
+E J Tx,( ,,,, k-k% t)lP?b, f; s) dr ds du. 
Next result is a Maximal inequality for r.s.m. of type (A): 
Proposition 1.1. If X is a r.s.m. of type (A) and p a2 is a real number, then there 
exists a constant C,, depending on p, such that E sup,, I[X,l I’ s C, [IX I] z. 
Proof. The result follows by the standart arguments, using Holder’s inequality, 
Burkholder’s inequality for 2-parameter martingales to treat simple stochastic 
integrals, and Burkholder’s inequality for l-parameter martingales to treat mixed 
stochastic integrals. When p = 2n, where n is a positive integer, there is an alternative 
proof in [5] based on It6’s formula. 0 
Line stochastic integrals j,. @ dX of processes @ (verifying some restricted condi- 
tions) with respect to an L2-martingale X, on a regular path r, were defined by 
Cairoli and Walsh in [2]. In [4] line integrals are extended to more general situations, 
for instance, when the integrator process X is a r.s.m., and a Green’s formula is 
proved. We next consider I‘ to be a line parallel to the axes, and introduce line 
integrals with respect to a r.s.m. of type (A), X. 
Definition 1.3. Let X be a r.s.m. of type (A) with kernels (0, p,, &, cp). Let 0 be 
a measurable and SC-adapted process such that 11 Q211x’ < a. Then, if b = (s, f) is a 
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point on T, and 5, = (s, , t,) s 5, the line integral of @ with respect to X on t = t, is 
given by 
I 
.s 
@(i,)X(ds,, t,) = 
0 i 
@(s , , t,)L(t,; s,, ~1 W(ds,, du) 
h, 
+ 
I‘ 
@(S , , t,)cp,(s,, t,) ds,, 
0 
where the processes 15, and ‘p, are given by (1.1). 
Because of the condition 11 @*II x* < 0~1, the line integral defines a square integrable 
process. Under the same conditions on @ and X, we can define the mixed line integral 
I 
I 
@(S,W(ds,, t,) dt, = 
R,, Is 
@(S , , t,)b(t,; s,, ~1 W(ds,, du) dt, 
0 KTI 
+ 
I 
@(l,b,(b,) dl,, 
R\, 
that can be expressed as a r.s.m. of type (A). 
The integral JR,, @(<,)X(s,, dt,) ds, is symmetrically defined. 
2. Existence and uniqueness theorem 
This part is devoted to establish sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness 
of solution for the following stochastic integral equation: 
X(l) =x0+ 
5 
a,(S,)X(s,, dt,) ds, + a,(S,)X(ds,, t,) dt, 
RC I 4 
+ 
5 
4X t,) W(ds,, dt,) + atAX> 5,) ds, dt,, (2.1) 
% I 4 
where 5 = (s, t) and 5, = (s, , t,) are in T, X0 is a random variable, and the coefficients 
are measurable functionals a, : T+ R, i = 1,2, and a;: C x T+F%, i = 3,4, where 
C = %‘( T; R). We also assume that the coefficients ui, i = 3,4, are causal. That is, 
a;(. ,l) is a W<(C)-measurable for all 5 E T, where 98<(C) = 0(x(5’), 5’~ 5). 
Notice that the first two integrals in equation (2.1) are mixed line integrals in the 
sense of Definition 1.3. 
We will introduce the following hypotheses on these coefficients: 
(Hl) u3 and u4 are globally Lipschitz functions in f E C, uniformly in CE T. That 
is, for all f,f’~ C, 5 E T there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
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(H2) a3 and a4 satisfy the following growth condition: For all f~ C, C E T there 
exists a constant K such that 
(H3) a, and a7 are bounded by K. 
Theorem 2.1. Let p Z- 2 be a real number. Let X” be a random variable belonging to 
LP which is independent of the two-parameter Wiener process. We will use the same 
notation {St} for the augmentedjiltration defined by: 9< = SC v LT(X”), 5 E T. Consider 
the stochastic integral equation (2.1), and assume the coejicients satisfy hypotheses 
(Hl) to (H3). Then, there exists a unique continuous and adapted process, X = 
{X,, 5~ T}, belonging to the class of r.s.m. of type (A) which is a solution of equation 
(2.1). Moreover, X satisjies 
We will use the Picard iterative scheme in order to construct a solution for equation 
(2.1). Before giving the proof of the theorem, we will introduce a transformation 
G in the space of r.s.m. of type (A) (see Definition 2.1 below). If Y = G(X) is the 
transformed process of a r.s.m. of type (A) X in the sense of Definition 2.1, then 
Proposition 2.1 assures that Y is also a r.s.m. of type (A) and that the p-norm of 
Y is bounded in terms of the p-norm of X. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a r.s.m. of type (A) and denote by ox, (p’, /3:‘, and PC 
the kernels of its representation. Also, let X0 be the value of X on the axes. Let a,, 
i==l,... ,4, be functionals satisfying the set of Hypotheses (H). Consider the 
processes 0 ‘, CF y, /3:, pz’ defined by 
fJ ‘(5) = a,(X, 0, (2.3a) 
PT(t’; C) = a,(.% t’)l,,- I’} { @x(i)+j~I”p:(i”: i)dr’j, (2.3b) 
and 
c~~(5)=4X,5)+a,(5) 
J 
‘(P~WW+~~) ‘ “(s,fW 
0 J 0 
+ a,(l) 
J 
P;‘(c 5’) Wd5’)+ 40 
J 
P2”C.C; s) W(dl’), 
4 4 
(2.3d) 
t/c= (s, t) c T, VS’E [0, 11, Vt’E [0, I]. 
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Let Y be the process defined by 
y=x”+ey. w+cp’. z+p,” tw+p:. ws. 
Then we will say that Y is the transformed process from the r.s.m. of type (A) X 
and we write Y = G(X). 
The next proposition implies that the transformation G introduced above is well 
defined, that is, G(X) is a r.s.m. of type (A). 
First, we introduce some notation: For any couple of real numbers a, 6, 0 4 a < b s 
1, we denote by A,,,,, the class of functions defined on [a, b] and taking values on 
R which are nonnegative, decreasing, continuous and bounded by 1. 
Proposition 2.1. (a) Assume that Y = G(X) in the sense ofDefinition 2.1. Let (u, v) 
be a fixed point in T, and denote by Q the rectangle R,,,,.. Then: 
(i) Y is a r.s.m. oftype (A). 
(ii) Let s’, t’ be in [0, 11. Zfp;“( t’; 5) and /3?(5; s’) are SC-adapted, then p,“( t’; 5) 
and /3T(C; s’) are SC-adapted too. 
(iii) Assume that EIX”I” <a. Let $p,x and Cc,“” be given by (1.2). Then there 
exists a constant C,,, depending on p and K, such that 
E 
I 
$p,y(s, t)o(s)P(t) ds dt 
0 
s C,(l+ EIX”IP) o(s)/3(t) ds dt 
+C,E I, (cI”‘x(s, +W i.‘P(t,) dt +PP(O j; aY(s,) ds,J, (2.4) 
for all CY E A,,,,,,, , and for all p E A,,,,,, . 
(b) Assume that Y”= G(X”) and Y’= G(X’) in the sense of Definition 2.1. Then, 
there exists a constant C,,, depending on p and K, such that 
for all a E A,,,.,, , and for all f3 E A,,,,, . 
Proof. To prove that assertion (i) is true, we must show that the kernels in the 
representation of Y, given by (2.3), satisfy: cp ‘: 0 y E .Z*,( T), p ,’ E Zfw( T), and 
/SUE J&,( T). The process X is continuous and adapted and the functionals a,, 
i = 3,4, are causal. Consequently, it follows from the expressions (2.3) that the 
kernels Oy, p,‘, pr and (py are measurable and adapted processes. By means of 
an analogous argument we also get that for s’, t’~ [0, 11, the processes p F( t’; 5) and 
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pr(c; s’) are S< adapted, if the correspondent kernels of X are so. This proves 
assertion (ii). Now, it remains to prove that the kernels of Y are square integrable. 
This will be obtained as a consequence of the assertion (iii), taking p = 2. Now we 
turn to the proof of the inequality (2.4). 
Let (u, u) be a point of T, and let Q be the rectangle R,,,,. From the expression 
of $ p,” given by (1.2) it is easy to verify that the next inequality is satisfied: 
E I $“““(.s, t)a(s)P(t) ds dt 0 
+ ’ Ikm c (2.6) 
J o J 
Observe the right hand side of the last inequality; we shall study separately its four 
terms using the expressions (2.3). For the first term we use that a3 satisfies (H2) 
and apply the maximal inequality (see Proposition 1.1) to obtain 
EI@‘(s, ?)I”= Ela,(X, (s, [))I” 
c C,( 1 +<sSuz EIX(I’)i”) c Cp(1-t l/XII ;,,,,) 
>.r 
= C, l+ EIX”IP+ E 
i I 
$I”.” (s’, r’) ds’ dr’ . 
R 1.1 I 
Notice that the last equality is based on relation (1.3). Applying then Fubini’s 
theorem we get 
E 
I 
Q lO’(s, t)l”a(s)p(t) ds dt 
d C,(l+ EjX”I”) a(s)p(t) ds dt 
Q 
+C,,E I, $p’x(s, I)(( j,” a(s)) ds’)( j-; P(t’) dt’)) ds dt. (2.7) 
Consider now the second term in the right hand side of (2.6). Using the definition 
of cp y given by (2.3), and applying the same arguments as before, we have for the 
first summand 
E I Q ba(X, s, t)l”4sM(f) ds dt 
G C,(l+ EIX”I”) a(s)P(t) ds dr 
Q 
For the second term in the definition of (py we use first that a, is bounded by 
hypothesis (H3), and then Holder’s inequality; this, together with the fact that 
(‘px(p s $X.J’ and via Fubini’s theorem, yields 
E j-o lii,(~,IjIOI~l(i’,i)dS1/fll(S)p(()dSdt 
rC,Elo$““(s,i)(B(r)i:u(r~)ds.)dsdr 
A symmetrical result is obtained for the third term of pY. 
Now, for the fourth and fifth terms of rp’: we apply first Burkholder inequality 
and then using similar arguments as above we obtain 
EJQ /“~~s~f~JR\,, @f(r; s’t’) W(ds’, dt’) ’ 
~~p~~Q~p~x~~,~){aOI:‘~(~~,di.) 
An analogous result is obtained for the fifth term. 
ds dt. 
Putting together all the estimations obtained for the different summands appearing 
in the definition of CP ‘: we get 
a(s)@(t) ds dt 
E 
J 
Q b Y(C)l”~WPW ds dt 
s C,[l + EIXOlp] J a(s)j3(t) ds dt Q 
+cpE i,~p,x(s.t){(J,~~(s~,ds,)(J~P(r,)dt,) 
+ff(s) J ,’ P(t,) dt, +P(t) J.“a(sl)ds,}drdr. (2.8) 
By means of analogous arguments, the following inequalities are obtained: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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Finally, substituting (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) into the right hand side of (2.6) 
and using the fact that 5: a(~‘) ds’ ~(Y(s), and ~~P(t’)df’~~P(t) when ~‘EA,,,,, 
and P E A,O,,~l the part (a) of the proposition follows. Notice that until now we 
have only used (H2) and (H3). Part (b) can be proved applying hypothesis (Hl) 
and using the same arguments. q 
Proposition 2.1 will be helpful in order to show the convergence of the Picard’s 
approximate sequence X”” to the solution X of equation (2.1). More precisely, we 
will prove first that X”‘+‘) = G(X’“‘), for all n EN, and latter we will show that the 
solution will be a fixed point of the transformation G, i.e. X = G(X). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Following the Picard iterative scheme, we define 
X”“( 5) = X”, (2.11a) 
X In+,)(l) =X”+ 
I 
a,(S,)X”“(s,, dr,) ds, + cd5,)X(“‘(dS,, t,) dt, R, 
5 Ri 
+ 
5 
dX’“‘> 5,) Wds,, dt,)+ dX’n), i,) ds, dt,, 
4 I % 
(2.11b) 
for all 5 E T, for all n EN. We shall prove, in several steps, that the sequence X’“’ 
is well defined and approximates the solution of the integral equation (2.1). 
Step 1. We claim that: For all n 2 0, the process X”) is a r.s.m. of type (A) with 
the representation 
X(,1)=X”+@(n). w+q’” . z+p\n). rw+p:“‘. ws, 
and it satisfies X’“‘= G(X’“-I’), for all n > 1, in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
Furthermore, /3\“‘( t’; 5) and p$“‘(l; s’) are SC-measurable, for all n, l, t’, s’, and 
the p-norm of the sequence is uniformly bounded: 
IjX”“II ; < c,. (2.12) 
ProofofStep 1. We will prove this claim by induction on n. From (2.11), for n = 1 
we have 
X”‘(() =x0+ I e,W’“‘, 5,) W(ds,, dt,) R< 
+ I a,(X'"', 5,) ds, dt, V< E T. R5 
The right hand side of the last equality has a meaning because {a,(X”, <), 5 E T}, 
i =3,4, are in L$,( T). Indeed, X” is an L2-random variable, and the processes 
{u,(X”, J), 5~ T}, i = 3, 4, are measurable and adapted by the causality of ui; 
moreover, applying (H2) we have 
E [a,(XO, Lj” dls K”E (l+lX”I”) dl 
T 
= K”(~+EIX”I”)<CO, i=3,4. 
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Then X’” is a r.s.m. of type (A) that has a continuous version and satisfies 
IIX”‘II p < C,[l$ E(X”)f]. 
By the maximal inequality follows that E supsc TIXk’)lp s C,, where C,, represents 
any constant depending on p and K. 
Observe that in the first iteration {X”‘([), b E T} has a representation in terms of 
a simple stochastic integral plus a process of bounded variation; elsewhere, in the 
second iteration, {X’2)(5)}5iT. has a complete representation as a r.s.m. of type (A), 
as you can prove by a simple computation. 
Assume now that our claim follows for all j, 14 j s n. 
Now, from the representation X’“’ = G(X’“-” ) we deduce, using formulas (1 .l), that 
L;“‘(t; 5’) = a,(X”‘- I’, {‘)+ ’ ,~?‘j”‘(v; b’) dv, 
cp:“‘( u, t) = J /3:“‘((‘; u)W(d<‘)+ ’ (p”“(u, v) dv, RI1 
Symmetrical expressions for L:“’ and cpp’ can be obtained. 
Consider the iterative construction of the Picard’s sequence given by (2.11). 
Applying the Definition 1.3 for the mixed line integrals, we get 
J ‘I + Pi”‘(sz, t,; u) du W(ds,, dt,) ds, 0
+ JR,,, a (~[ I,.\,,, Pi”‘(f,; 5’) W(U) + I,,“ cp(“)(U, tl) du] ds,dt, 
+ Jc; JR\,,, aI){ ax(x(n-l), (sI> tz)) 
p:“‘(l’; sl) W(dl’) + J ‘I cp’“)(s,, v) dv ds, dt, 0 1 
+ J 4Xcn), S, W(dS,)+ R (.I J G(X(~), 61) d5,. (2.13) R ),( 
On the other hand, define Y = G(X”“) in the sense of Definition 2.1. The induction 
hypothesis allow us to apply Proposition 2.1 and then we obtain that Y is a r.s.m. 
of type (A) whose kernels satisfy relations (2.3). 
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Now applying Fubini’s theorem we can show that the right hand side of (2.13) 
coincides with the representation of Y = G(X’“‘) provided by relations (2.3). Notice 
that, by Proposition 2.1, the application of Fubini’s theorem to the mixed stochastic 
integrals is correct because p: and pr are in d;p:& T) and .L$J T) respectively. 
Consequently, we have 
X (n+l) = G(X’“‘). 
Proposition 2.1 also assures that P(l”+‘)(t’; 5) and /3:““‘(<; s’) are 9< adapted, 
and that, with the notation tip,” = $p,x”“, for all n, the following inequality holds: 
E 9 I p,“+‘(s, t)a(s)B(t) ds dt T 
s C,,(l +EIX”y) a(s)p(t) ds dt 
T 
for all LY, p in A,,,,,,. 
Finally it suffices to apply Corollary A.1 (see the Appendix), to the case Q’“‘(l) = 
E($““(~)) Vn EN, Q = T, C, = C,(l+ E/X”/“), and C, = C,,. This gives that 
E ~,“.“(s,t)dsdt~(C,+C)e4C; forall ~21, 
T 
where C, and C2 are positive constants and C = E IT. q+“‘(l) d5 = 
E I, [la,(X’, ~)1”+ja,(X”, [)(“I dl<co. By means of the relation between (IXJ(, 
and I+%“~” (see (1.3)) one gets that, for all n, {X’“‘({), 5 E T} is a r.s.m. of type (A) 
such that IIX’“‘II ; < C,, and the induction is complete. 
From the maximal inequality for a r.s.m. of type (A) we deduce that 
E sup<, -rlX’“‘(Ol p < C,,, which achieves the proof of Step 1. 
Step 2. For this second part we define 
&I,(% u) = IIx’“‘-x’“-“II ;A,.,, 
for all (u, V) in T, for all n 2 1. Then we claim that 
Pn,p(zf, v) s c*C’“/n!, 
where the constants C* and C do not depend on n. 
Proof of Step 2. Applying relation (1.3) we have 
,o,,~(u, u) = E $“p.“,“-‘(s, t) ds dr, 
KU,,. 
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First, using relations (2.3) and hypothesis (H2), we have 
~,,p(u, u) = E 
I 
la,(X”‘, 5,))” d5, + E \a,(X’“‘, 611” di, 4 C,,. R 
11.1 J K,,. 
Recall now that in Step 1 we established that, for all n 2 2, X’“’ = G(X’“-I’). This 
allows to apply Proposition 2.1(b) to Y”= X(“+li, X”= X”), and Y’= X’n’, X’= 
X’“-‘I. Then we obtain 
E + 
J 
“~“+‘~“(s, t)a(s)/3(t) ds dt 
R ILL 
s C,E 
J 
” 9 p.“+‘(s, t) p(t) 
K,,, 1 1. a(s,) ds,+a(s) 5,’ p(t,) dt,) ds dt 
for all LY E A,,,,,, , and for all /3 E A,,,,, . 
Finally, for all n 2 1 we can apply the Lemma 2.1(a) to Qin’= Ell,P,“.“e’, Q = R,,, 
and C, = 0, C, = C,, and we obtain 
where C = E JR,,,,, $p“~n(s, t) ds dt =p ,,p <cc does not depend on n. Hence, the proof 
of the claim is concluded. 
Step 3. In this part we show the convergence of the Picard’s sequence. 
Proof of Step 3. In Step 1 we have proved that {X’“‘, n EN} is a sequence of 
continuous r.s.m. of type (A) with uniformly bounded p-norm. From the result 
obtained in Step 2, and by a standard argument based on the Borel-Cantelli’s 
Lemma, the uniform convergence of that sequence follows. Hence, there exists a 
continuous and adapted process, X = {X(c), &’ E T}, such that 
:uljX’“)(i) -X(5)1 - 0, w-a.s. 
e n -0 
Furthermore, the convergence also takes place in Lp and the limit process X satisfies 
E suplX(#<a?. 
117 
To complete the proof of the existence it only remains to show that the solution 
X is a r.s.m. of type (A) and satisfies equation (2.1). We do this in the next step. 
Step 4. Let X be the limit process of the sequence {X’“‘}. Then we claim that 
there exists a version of the limit process, that we will denote also by X, which is 
a r.s.m. of type (A). The process X satisfies equation (2.1) and satisfies X = G(X) 
where G is the transformation introduced in Definition 2.1. 
Proof of Step 4. Recall that we have proved in Step 1 that 
X (n+‘) = G(X’“‘) vn > 1. 
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The relations (2.3) yield in this case 
cP+l)(l) = a,(X’“‘, Ig, 
py+‘)(t’; {) = a,(s, f)l{,%,‘) (O’“‘(l)+ I,:’ /3’I”‘(t”; 5) dr’j, 
p:“+“(5; s’) = a,(s’, f)l,,,,f, {O(“)(l) + 1; p:“‘(l; s”) dr.j 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
(2.14~) 
and 
cp (“+‘)(l) = u4(Xcn), 5) + a,(l) cp’“‘(s’, t) ds’+ u2(c) 
I 
’ cp(“)(s, t’) dr’ 
0 
P?“(c 5’) Wd4”) + 45) Pi%‘; s) W(U), R5 
(2.14d) 
Vc= (s, C)E T, VS’E [0, 11, V~‘E [0, 11. On the other hand, notice that the result 
established in Step 2 implies that the sequences: {BCn)},,, {cp’“‘}, converge in L”( T x 
f2), and that the sequences {pin’}n and {/3$“‘}n converge in L”([O, 11’ x fl). It is easy 
to check that, in (2.14), we can pass to the limit P x A-a.e. and take versions of the 
limit processes 0, cp, /3,, and p2 that satisfy 
WC) = %(X, 0, (2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
cp(C) = 4X, 4’) + a,(5) I ’ cp(s’, t) ds’+ a,(C) I ’ cp(s, 0 dt’ 0 0 
+ a,(l) P,(c 5’) W(dd”)+ 45) Rg PAi”; s) W(43, (2.15d) 
Vc = (s, t) E T, V~‘E [0, 11, VS’E [0, 11. Now, from relations (2.15) easily follows that: 
0, cp E Z$,( T), PI E A?:,(T), and pz E .Z’,,( T). Then, taking 
x=x0+0. w+cp.z+p, * tw+p,. ws, 
where the kernels satisfy relations (2.15), we have that X is a r.s.m. of type (A) 
such that X = G(X). 
Finally, it suffices to remark that next two assertions (I) and (II) are equivalent. 
(I) Pxh,-a.e. w.: a r.s.m. of type (A) X satisfies equation (2.1). (II) A r.s.m. of 
type (A) X is a fixed point for the transformation G. The equivalence follows using 
Definition 1.3 for mixed line integrals and applying then the Fubini’s theorem. 
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Then, the result is already proved. The next step concerns the uniqueness of the 
solution. 
Step 5. We claim that: if X and Y are continuous r.s.m. of type (A) that satisfy 
equation (2.1), then 11X- Yljf=O. 
ProofofStep5. Recallthat I/X- YII:=E J,t,P~xm’(s, t)dsdr(seerelation(1.3)). 
Assume that X = G(X) and Y = G(Y). N ow, we apply Proposition 2.1(b) to 
Y”= Xl’= X and Y’= X’= Y, and we obtain 
E 
I 
T +2.x-y(s, t)cw(s)P(t) dt dr 
2,x- y(s, t+(t) j-’ a(s’) ds’+a(s) I,’ P’(t’) dt’} ds dt 
for all LY, p E AT. 
Finally it suffices to apply Lemma A.l(b) and we get /IX - Y II2 = 0. 0 
Notes. (1) From formulas (2.15) it is easy to deduce the explicite expressions, for 
the following processes p, and p2: 
(I 
I’ 
Pr(t’; s, 2) = a,(~, r’)l,,= ,,ra,(X, s, t) exp u2( s, t”) d t” , 
I > 
5’ 
P2(s, t; s’) = aIts’, t)lf,--,++(X, s, t) exp a,(~“, t) ds” 
> 
. 
(2) Theorem 2.1 also works under another set of hypotheses (H’) on the 
coefficients that we specify below. Consider ai : T x C + IF?, i = 1, 2,3,4, causal func- 
tionals, and assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(H’) The functional a, (respectively, a?) vanish, and the functionals a,, u3, u4 
(respectively, a, , u3, u4) are uniformly bounded and satisfy a uniform Lipschitz 
condition like in (H,). 
The statement of the Theorem 2.1 under hypotheses (H’) is the same and a proof 
following analogous steps can be given. 
Appendix 
This part is devoted to state and prove an analytical result which has been used in 
different parts of the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Recall that A,,,,, denotes the class of functions defined on [s, f] taking values on 
iw which are nonnegative, decreasing, continuous and bounded by 1. 
Lemma A.l. Let Q = [f; <‘I G T be a rectangle. 
(a) Let {@‘“‘, n E N} be a sequence of non-negative measurable functions on T. 
Suppose that Jr Q”‘(l) dl <CO. Assume that there exists constants C, 2 0, C, ~0 such 
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that 
J @ (“+“(u, v)a(u)p(v) du du Q 
G c, J a(u)p(u) du du 0 
for all n 2 1, for all (Y E A,,,,., , for all p E ll, ,,,,, . Then, for all n 2 1, 
(b) Let @ be a non-negative measurable function on T Assume that there exist 
constants C, 2 0, C, b 0 such that 
@(u, u)~Y(u)/~(v) dv dv 
o 
s c, J a(u)P(v) du dv Q 
Then, 
(A.4) 
In particular, if C, = 0 then I, @( 5) d< = 0. 
Proof. First we will prove (a). We assume condition (A.l), and we will apply it 
iteratively to different couple of functions a E A,,,,., and p E At,,,,,. We begin the 
iterative procedure with a(u) = p(v) = 1. In this case we get 
J @ “‘+“(u, v) du du s C, + C, J @(“)(u, u){(t)-u)+(s’-u)} du dv. 0 Q 
(A.9 
Observe that functions (Y, p, defined by CY(U)=S’-u, UE[S,S’]; P(v)=r’-v, LIE 
[t, t’], are such that (Y E A,,,,‘,, and p E A,,,,,,. This allows to apply inequality (A.l) 
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to both terms in the right hand side of (A.5): we apply (A.l) to j. @‘“‘(u, v)( t’- v) dv, 
with cy - 1, and /3(v) = t’- v; and symmetrically to the other term. This gives 
@ (“+“( u, u) du dv 
Q 
+ c-2 
Q 
@(+“(u, v){ 2(t’- v)(s’- u)+v+v} du dv} 
Using a recursive argument it results 
@ ‘“+‘)(u,, v) du du 
Q 
m-1 
cc,cc; i J - ro 1 1 ;=o i=O i (i+l)! (j-i+l)! I 
for all m, 1 c m d n. Now, inequality (A.6) in the case m = n yields 
@ ‘n+‘)( u, v) du dv 
Q 
Finally, we use the following facts: 
0-c I CD,“‘(() d&‘<co; Q 
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and we obtain 
p,,+,(Q) C “i’ C 2+C ” S I 
J2 2 
2 
, =o 
I1 ; n! Q @‘“(O d5. 
This proves statement (a). 
Notice that statement (b) is a particular case of (a) when @“” = @ for all n. Then, 
the obtained result is 
Using jointly that C:ii Ci22’/j! s e4’;, and that lim, C,“22”/ n ! = 0 it follows 
This concludes the proof of the Lemma A.l. 0 
From Lemma A.l, next result follows as an immediate consequence. 
Corollary A.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Lemma A.l(a) hold. If C, = 0, then the 
sequence {so @“‘I( 5) dl}, h as afinite sum; and, if C, > 0, then the following inequality 
holds: 
I Q’“‘(C) dl d Q (C,+lu~“‘(i)di)e’~.. forallnsl. 0 
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